EVERY CHILD DESERVES A RIGHT TO DREAM
Football for Life (F4L) is FundLife’s flagship programme, a strategic relief and development project restoring childhood to children. F4L supports survivor-children from one of the most powerful and deadliest typhoons ever recorded, which struck the Philippines, in November 2013.

We invest in children to make them see everything is still within their reach.

“Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the power to unite people in a way that little else does. Sport can awaken hope where there was previously only despair.” - Nelson Mandela

AN EDUCATION PROGRAMME THAT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH SPORTS

Football for Life (F4L) is FundLife’s flagship programme, a strategic relief and development project restoring childhood to children. F4L supports survivor-children from one of the most powerful and deadliest typhoons ever recorded, which struck the Philippines, in November 2013.

We invest in children to make them see everything is still within their reach.

“AECUAE”

Using sport as a foundational platform for opportunity to stand, F4L supports children throughout their development cycle.
IF PEOPLE ARE NOT LAUGHING AT YOUR DREAMS, YOUR DREAMS ARE NOT BIG ENOUGH

SAMÁ SAMÁ GAMES

The Samá-Sama Games are an annual festival uniting polarised groups to promote connectedness and social cohesion through the power of sports.

In 2014, we took 50 young people from the most deprived communities to Boracay, one of the world’s most majestic islands - in the process, giving them a transformational journey of change while delivering the Philippines biggest beach sports festival!

GLOBAL RECOGNITION

Beyond Sport is the global leader in Sport for Social Development, bringing together celebrities from business, sports and politics to celebrate the power of sport.

F4L was the only Asian representative to be shortlisted for the award and was invited to attend the ceremony in London.

FIND OUT MORE

FundLife International
A-303 Mendoza Complex,
141 Sto. Nino St.,
Tacloban City, Leyte
6500 Philippines

Phone: +63 (0) 53 523 1160
Email: hello@fundlife.org

www.fundlife.org
www.facebook.com/F4LCF

WE’RE IN!

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

1 NO POVERTY
4 QUALITY EDUCATION
10 REDUCED INEQUALITIES
11 SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
16 PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG INSTITUTIONS

FUNDLIFE INTERNATIONAL
PLAYING FOR DREAMS IN COLOUR